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Design and Implementation of a Hybrid UAV
With Model-Based Flight Capabilities

Yijie Ke , Kangli Wang, and Ben M. Chen, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Hybrid UAV is an attractive design concept in
the last decade for its superiority in combining vertical take-
off and landing (VTOL) and cruise flight capabilities. In this
paper, we present a systematic design methodology from
bottom up for an innovative tail-sitter UAV platform, named
J-Lion. Implementation details are included with all design
considerations and tradeoffs. All subsystem dynamics is in-
vestigated to constitute the dynamics model with a unified
form for full envelope. Model-based VTOL and full envelope
flights are realized with the obtained dynamics model and
sophisticated flight control techniques. Experiment results
successfully prove the effectiveness of our design concept
and methodology.

Index Terms—Dynamics modeling, hybrid UAV, system
design, tail-sitter, unmanned aerial vehicle, vertical takeoff
and landing (VTOL).

NOMENCLATURE

ωi Rotating speed of two propellers, i = 1, 2.
ωsi , ωri Steady and reference rotating speed of two pro-

pellers, i = 1, 2.
ρ Air density.
τ Time constant for rotor dynamic response.
Ωb Angular speed vector of the platform expressed in

the body frame, Ωb = (p, q, r)T .
F aero Aerodynamic force vector expressed in the inertial

frame.
F surface Force vector from the control surfaces and fins

expressed in the inertial frame.
If Moment of inertia matrix in diagonal form, If =

diag(Ix, Iy , Iz ).
M aero Aerodynamic torque vector expressed in the body

frame.
Mprop gyro Gyroscopic torque vector from the rotating pro-

pellers expressed in the body frame.
Mprop Torque vector from the rotating propellers ex-

pressed in the body frame.
M surface Torque vector from the control surfaces expressed

in the body frame.
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M vectorT Torque vector from the vectoring thrust mecha-
nism expressed in the body frame.

q Quaternion vector.
RBE Rotation matrix from the body frame to the inertial

frame.
RRB Rotation matrix from the rotor frame to the body

frame.
Aprop Area of the propeller actuator disk.
aq , bq Fitting coefficients for propeller torque.
at, bt Fitting coefficients for propeller thrust.
aw , bw , cw Fitting coefficients for propeller rotating speed.
CT Propeller thrust coefficient in high speed flight.
Dprop Propeller diameter.
g Gravity acceleration.
m Platform mass.
Mpropi Propeller torque, i = 1, 2.
n Propeller revolution per second.
p1, p2 Fitting coefficients for propeller thrust coefficient

in high speed flight.
Tpropi Propeller thrust, i = 1, 2.
throttlei Throttle input for two propellers, i = 1, 2.
V∞ Propeller advance speed.

I. INTRODUCTION

UNMANNED aerial vehicle (UAV) design has been a per-
sistent topic in the past few decades to fill the increasing

requirement shortfalls raised by various application scenarios,
such as search and rescue, surveillance, and landscape mapping.
A variety of UAVs have been developed, weighing from a few
grams to several tons, with the emergence of smart materials,
miniature electronics, aerodynamic analysis methods, and ad-
vanced flight control algorithms. In terms of aircraft platform
structures, they can be categorized into four types: first, fixed-
wing; second, rotorcraft; third, flapping wing; and fourth, hybrid
UAVs. The hybrid UAV, featured by its superiority in combining
both VTOL and cruise flight capabilities, is a promising enabler
for missions with constrained takeoff/landing facilities and long
flight range requirement.

With above background, we aim to develop a hybrid UAV
platform from bottom up. In existing work from the literature,
various designs have been proposed, including tilt-rotor design
[1]–[5], tilt-wing design [6]–[8], tail-sitter design [9]–[13], and
multirotor fixed-wing design [14]–[16]. The tail-sitter configu-
ration is favored in our work for its mechanical simplicity, as it
does not require extra tilting mechanisms for wings and rotors,
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Fig. 1. Design methodology overview.

and its single propulsion system can suffice the need for multiple
flight modes.

Our work on the hybrid UAV J-Lion is first featured by its
platform design to be presented. One key challenge for the
tail-sitter UAV is the compromise between VTOL and cruise
flights, hence the existing methodologies originating from those
for large aircraft (e.g., [17], [18]) cannot be directly applied.
Specifically, the aerodynamic optimization for the full enve-
lope is critical in enhancing the maneuverability in transition
phase and increasing payload capability. In [9], a multidisci-
plinary optimization method was presented to numerically opti-
mize a T-wing platform with several parameters using sequential
quadratic programming; their results are not conclusive in the
design guidelines, and the T-wing configuration focuses more
on the VTOL mode. Kubo and Suzuki [10] introduced a twin-
body tail-sitter, but the design procedure was not given and their
tail-sitter relies on runways for takeoff and landing although the
transitional flight is realized. In [11] and [19], a systematic de-
sign methodology was proposed for propulsion system, weight
consideration, and UAV configuration, but no successful flight
result can be found afterward. Two close commercial examples
to our work are the platforms from Google Project Wing [13]
and Wingtra [20], but the design details are not disclosed to pub-
lic. In comparison with our previous work in [21], aerodynamic
optimization is pursued particularly in J-Lion development for
the full envelope, and enhanced maneuverability is also achieved
with sophisticated actuator design and allocation, especially in
the VTOL mode under wind disturbance. For the other tail-sitter
examples in the literature (see e.g.,[12], [22]), little emphasis is
placed for the platform design and optimization. In this sense,
we endeavor to investigate a systematic design approach that
can fulfill the different design requirements in full envelope,
which will greatly reduce the development cycle of such hybrid
UAVs.

In terms of flight control, the difficulties of transition con-
trol for tail-sitter UAVs have long been perceived by re-
searchers [22], [10], and [23] due to its high dynamics un-
certainty. Some theoretical work proposed methods under the

optimization framework by solving objective functions with dy-
namics and envelope constraints offline [24], [25], but those
methods cannot be implemented easily due to model uncertain-
ties and onboard computation burden. Typical examples with
experiment results adopt either nonlinear dynamic inversion ap-
proaches relying on high fidelity experiment data [26], [27], or
trivial linear control methods for light weight platforms [28],
[29]. In contrast with existing work, our method to be presented
alleviates the need for wind tunnel test in [27] and trivial experi-
ment tests in [26], [28], and [29]. The proposed control structure
is easy to be implemented, and comparable attitude tracking per-
formance can be achieved by referring to available experiment
data in [21] and [27].

The outline of the remaining manuscript is as follows:
Section II presents the design methodology and details of our
platform; Section III gives a unified full-envelope dynamics
model; the model-based controllers for VTOL, transition and
cruise flights are described in Section IV; experiment results
of VTOL and full envelope flights are given in Section V
to prove the design concept and verify our model-based con-
trol techniques; finally, we draw some concluding remarks in
Section VI.

II. PLATFORM DESIGN

A. Design Methodology

The design methodology shown in Fig. 1 details the proce-
dures and tradeoffs in our design considerations. The design
cycle can be divided into four phases as follows.

1) Concept formation: Design requirements are synthesized
for application scenarios, including payload, endurance,
flight range, and weight estimation. Concept brainstorm
usually comprises the guidelines for hardware and soft-
ware design, and the criteria for tradeoffs between con-
flicting factors such as cost and performance.

2) Conceptual design: We emphasize on propulsion and
aerodynamics design because these two factors are
the keys to determine specifications that meet flight
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requirements. The propulsion subsystem should be able
to provide sufficient thrust with proper matching of brush-
less dc motors, electric speed controllers (ESCs), and
propellers. The aerodynamics design consists of com-
plete analysis from planform shape sizing to analytical
and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) computation for
polar curve. Control surface effectiveness should also be
considered to ensure controllability in full flight envelope
especially in transition process in which aerodynamic lift
is not sufficient to balance total weight.

3) Modular design and verification: Detailed design is car-
ried out for avionics and structure after the overall lay-
out and planform shape are finalized. Modular design is
highly preferred for tailorable application requirements.
The structure design emphasizes on weight minimiza-
tion while ensuring strength reliability, so that payload
capability can be realized with a certain margin. Design
verification is essential to ensure the fulfillment of design
requirements and technical feasibility in both hardware
and software systems.

4) Manufacturing and test: Cost effective and feasible
manufacturing methods are sought with balancing be-
tween time and manpower constraints. The manufactur-
ing method can even change the structure design plan in
the detailed design phase. Prototyping is pursued at early
stage to correct design defects. Flight tests are essential to
prove our design concept and validate the whole system.

B. Aerodynamics Design

For J-Lion, both the fuselage and wings are designed to con-
tribute lift force as much as possible. For small hybrid UAVs,
low Reynolds number (Re < 5 × 105) aerodynamics effect can
lead to abrupt lift force reduction for traditional airfoil design
[30], and this is the critical difference in aerodynamics design
between small UAVs and large aircraft. The key requirement is
to achieve an optimum among the VTOL, transition and cruise
flight modes. In the VTOL mode, the center of gravity (CG) is
preferred to be low to enhance stability. During the transition,
the aerodynamics of platform should be designed to contribute
lift force even with low flight speed, which can alleviate the re-
quirement for the propulsion system. In the cruise flight mode,
high lift to drag ratio is favored to achieve maximum flight effi-
ciency, and static stability margin should be guaranteed to facil-
itate flight control system design. In addition, control surfaces
should always be able to provide sufficient forces or torques for
flight maneuvers in the full flight envelope.

1) Fuselage and Wing Design: Fuselage and wings are main
components generating aerodynamic lift, so the airfoil selection
for them is crucial. The difficulty in this part is that there is
no general guideline available for hybrid UAV design, although
massive airfoil databases for low Reynolds number aerodynam-
ics have been reported in literature (see e.g., [31]–[33]). In what
follows, we propose a guideline for airfoil selection.

1) Fuselage airfoil: The airfoil should provide high lift dur-
ing flight with low drag so that the fuselage lift can help
increase flight efficiency; it should exhibit a mild stall

TABLE I
AIRFOIL SELECTION FOR J-LION

Fig. 2. Total pressure contour for condition with 15-m/s speed and
5◦ AOA.

characteristic especially in high angle of attack (AOA)
condition to assist smooth transition; it is required to have
a minimal airfoil thickness to provide sufficient space for
onboard electronics system.

2) Wing airfoil: The airfoil should be with a relatively low
camber value because high cambered wings operating
under the propeller slipstream will generate a large lateral
force that can degrade VTOL stabilization. Tradeoff must
be made between low camber and high lift. The airfoil
should be able to provide a mild stall characteristic as
well.
With proposed guideline above, the planform shape is
also finalized after several iterations from balancing
weight and aerodynamics, and the selected airfoils are
shown in Table I.

2) Control Surface Sizing: The sizing of control surfaces can
be determined by the flat-plate approximation [34] for required
torques. Besides aileron, rudder, and elevator for the cruise flight
mode, we adopt extra control surfaces (called fins) in the pro-
peller slipstream to enhance controllability during the VTOL
and transition modes. With strong slipstream inflow, these extra
control surfaces will provide effective control torques in the full
envelope flight.

3) Computational Results: We utilize analytical and CFD
methods to validate our aerodynamics design. The analytical
method is preferred to give a rough estimation of the initial
planform size. The CFD method is used in the late phase to refine
results for aerodynamic polar curve. The CFD tools we utilize
are ANSYS ICEM and Fluent modules. The ICEM module
provides powerful automated functions to generate meshes for
our J-Lion.

With the generated mesh, the Fluent module is used to
compute aerodynamic forces and torques for the speed range
5–20 m/s, and the AOA range 5–15◦. Fig. 2 shows the static
pressure around J-Lion body in the condition of 15-m/s speed
and 5◦ AOA, and it is observed that pressure on the upper
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TABLE II
CFD RESULTS FOR J-LION

Fig. 3. Spanwise velocity contour for condition with 15-m/s speed and
5◦ AOA.

Fig. 4. Pressure coefficient contour for condition with 5-m/s speed and
15◦ AOA.

surfaces of fuselage and wings is much lower than that on the
lower surfaces, indicating a lift force is effectively obtained. The
spanwise flow velocity contour is also shown in Fig. 3 which
implies that wingtip vortex effect is successfully captured by
our computational results.

The partial results for the lift, drag, and aerodynamic focus
(AF) position measured from the heading point are summarized
in Table II. Note that in the conditions of 15◦ AOA, our design is
able to maintain a lift force with a comparable magnitude to the
lower AOA conditions, while conventional design with NACA
airfoils tends to degrade the aerodynamic performance greatly
due to stall effect. The pressure coefficient contour is shown in
Fig. 4 for flight condition with 5-m/s speed and 15◦ AOA, for
which the corresponding lift coefficient is 0.7.

The key features are pointed out below from the obtained
results:

1) Satisfactory aerodynamic lift can be generated in the
speed range 5–20 m/s, and the AOA range 5–15◦. The
static stability can be guaranteed with the relative loca-
tion of CG and AF.

2) The fuselage contributes about 30% of the total aero-
dynamics lift in all computed cases. It increases flight
efficiency significantly.

3) The low Reynolds number aerodynamics effect is suc-
cessfully handled in low flight speed conditions, which
provides enhancement for the transition flight.

C. Structure, Propulsion, and Avionics Design

1) Structure and Propulsion: The structure design of J-Lion
aims to minimize platform weight and obtain a desired CG
position for static stability in the cruise flight. The subtlety in
our structure design is that we optimize each part while ensuring
its strength. The main materials we choose are carbon fiber and
Expanded Polyolefin (EPO) foam. The carbon fiber material is
able to build strong body skeletons while EPO foam is used to
construct the main body with the required aerodynamic shape.
Our structure design solution is proved to be cost-effective and
feasible with some very common manufacturing facilities like
computer numerical control (CNC) cutting and milling. The
estimated weight from computer aided design (CAD) including
all components is 2.7 kg, which meets the design requirement
in the conceptual design phase.

To enhance maneuverability, we adopt a dual-rotor configu-
ration with vectoring thrust mechanisms. The single degree of
freedom vectoring thrust mechanism can provide reliable con-
trol authority in full envelope. The propulsion set is determined
with the consideration of its maximum thrust and weight. The
propeller is usually recommended by the motor datasheet, and
it is preferred to be small and with a high pitch value, in order to
reduce the airflow disturbance of the wings and balance the per-
formance between VTOL and cruise flights, respectively. Based
on the specification of the propulsion set and the drag force
from the CFD results, we can estimate the power consumption
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Fig. 5. Avionics schematic for J-Lion.

Fig. 6. J-Lion prototypes. (a) J-Lion Prototype 1. (b) J-Lion
Prototype 2.

in VTOL and cruise flights, then the battery capacity can be
determined to fulfill the need of endurance.

2) Avionics: The avionics subsystem of J-Lion is shown in
Fig. 5, which includes a flight controller, sensors, and actuators.
The onboard system communicates with a ground control station
via a datalink for operation commands.

The flight controller we adopt is an open-source Pixhawk
autopilot with customized software. The sensors currently used
include GPS and airspeed sensor. The GPS sensor provides posi-
tion information for localization, and the airspeed sensor outputs
speed for the cruise flight mode. Other sensors can also be inte-
grated based on application requirements. The actuators include
servos for control surfaces, vectoring thrust mechanisms, ESCs,
and motors.

D. Prototypes

We have constructed two versions of prototypes during the
iterations, which are designed with different manufacturing so-
lutions. Prototype 1 shown in Fig. 6(a) utilizes carbon fiber
material for the spar-rib body structure and wing skin, and the
carbon cloth skin is covered by plastic wrap. This version re-
quires high assembling skills and thus costs more manpower.
Prototype 2 [see Fig. 6(b)] is made of carbon fiber plates, rods,
and foams. The foam wings are of lightweight and easy re-
pairability, thus we adopt this version for further research.

The specifications of J-Lion in Prototype 2 are listed in Ta-
ble III, and the corresponding design points are highlighted for
a brief sum up.

1) A systematic design methodology is built up to streamline
the design flow.

TABLE III
J-LION SPECIFICATIONS

Fig. 7. Coordinate frames.

2) Comprehensive aerodynamic design is conducted to
achieve an optimized compromise among multiple flight
modes.

3) Actuator selection and control surface sizing are com-
pleted to ensure effective control authority in full enve-
lope.

4) Structure design is pursued with utmost care for desired
weight layout and economic consideration.

III. DYNAMICS MODELING

In this section, we derive the unified dynamics model struc-
ture for J-Lion in full envelope with details on rotor dynamics,
vectoring thrust, and control surface dynamics. These actuator
dynamics plays an essential role in predicting flight dynam-
ics performance at the early stage from system point of view.
As an example, one key consideration in the conceptual design
phase is to determine whether the vectoring thrust mechanism
and control surfaces can produce sufficient control authority in
transition.

A. Unified Model Structure

The unified model structure is derived to describe the full
envelop dynamics without switching of coordinate frames. The
adoption of this structure can facilitate the build-up of unified
flight control software framework.

1) Coordinate Frames: Shown in Fig. 7, the global inertial
frame (x, y, z) is set to be the NED (north-east-down) frame.
The body frame (xb, yb , zb ) is defined with its origin located
at the CG, and yb, zb direction pointing to its wingtip and tail,
respectively. The rotor frame (xr , yr , zr ) is defined to describe
the vectoring thrust direction, and the axes are parallel with the
body frame axes when no vectoring thrust angle is applied. The
origin of rotor frame is located at the center of vectoring thrust
mechanism.
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Fig. 8. Aerodynamic coefficients for cruise flight with speed 15 m/s.

2) Kinematic, Force, and Moment Equations: To avoid sin-
gularity, the kinematic equation can be expressed in either rota-
tion matrix or quaternion as

˙RBE = RBEΩR , q̇ = −1
2
Ωqq (1)

where ΩR ,Ωq are skew symmetric matrices with respect to the
angular speed and quaternion vectors.

Let the position be p = (x, y, z)T , the velocity be v =
(u, v, w), the compact form of the force equation is

ṗ = v

v̇ = ge3 − 1
m

RBERRB(Tprop1 + Tprop2)e3 +
1
m

F surface

+
1
m

F aero (2)

where e3 = (0, 0, 1)T . The magnitude of F surface is usually
much smaller than others, hence it can be neglected. F aero is
the main term in the force equation during cruise flight. The
aerodynamic coefficients for F aero can be determined by CFD,
empirical methods, or flight experiments.

Based on D’Alembert–Lagrange equation, the compact form
of the moment equation in the body frame can be formulated as

If Ω̇b = −Ωb × (If Ωb) + Mprop gyro + M surface +Mprop

+ MvectorT + Maero (3)

where Maero can be determined with the same methods for
F aero . A typical figure for aerodynamic lift, drag and torque
coefficients (CL,CD ,CM ) in the full flight envelope is shown
in Fig. 8, obtained with our first principle modeling method [35].
For different payload, the parameters of mass and moments of
inertia are updated accordingly for subsequent control design.

B. Rotor Dynamics

In common practice, rotor dynamics is usually simplified with
a steady response model, i.e., only steady thrust and torque are
considered. However, the dynamic rotor response actually deter-
mines the bandwidth in the actuator layer, hence one necessity
lies in the investigation of dynamic rotor behavior to enhance
the overall control performance. In addition, the propeller thrust
decreases with increasing flight speed. A prediction method for

Fig. 9. Steady response results in rotor experiment.

Fig. 10. Time constants for rotor dynamic response.

the thrust with high advance ratio is required to compensate the
propeller dynamics model in the high speed operating regime.

1) Low-Speed Model: With a series of step throttle input,
both steady and transient rotor responses can be captured. The
steady response of the rotor dynamics is shown in Fig. 9, wherein
the thrust and torque channels resemble a linear relationship
with angular speed square value, and the response from the
throttle input to its corresponding steady angular speed shows a
clear nonlinearity with second-order fitting approximation. The
transient response from the throttle input to the angular speed is
identified with a first-order approximation and the time constant
plot is shown in Fig. 10, indicating that the rotor responds faster
with increasing throttle. The low-speed model form is hence
given as

ωsi = aw ·throttle2
i + bw ·throttlei + cw

Tpropi = at ·ω2
i + bt , Mpropi = aq ·ω2

i + bq

ωi =
1

τs + 1
ωri (4)

2) High-Speed Compensation: In order to predict the pro-
peller thrust in the cruise flight, high-speed compensation is
achieved by constructing a database for the propeller thrust with
respect to inflow speed and rotating speed. For the APC pro-
pellers employed in our platform, some wind tunnel experiment
data can be obtained from the literature (see e.g., [36]), but the
shortcoming is that the dataset is usually with limited speed
range and cannot be directly used. An alternative is to utilize
the APC simulation data from its producer [37], which also pro-
vides acceptable accuracy after being verified with wind tunnel
experiment data. Hence, we decide to approximate the APC
simulation database to compensate the low-speed model in the
high speed operating regime. With a first-order approximation
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the propeller thrust from the APC simulation
database, database fitting, and low-speed model.

between the thrust coefficient and the advance ratio, we can ob-
tain a low order fitting method for the APC simulation database.
The comparison of the APC simulation database, database fit-
ting results, and low-speed model for APC 11 × 5.5 propeller
is shown in Fig. 11.

Depending on flight conditions, desired propeller rotation
speed can be accurately computed by fitting the simulation
database in a specific range. The low-speed model is preferred
for flight speed under 8 m/s, and we adopt the database fitting
method for the higher speed part. The high speed model form is
given as

CT = p1J + p2, Tprop = ρCT n2D4
prop (5)

where J = V∞
nDp r o p

is the advance ratio.

C. Vectoring Thrust and Control Surfaces Dynamics

Vectoring thrust and control surfaces produce torques in atti-
tude control, and the torque amplitude and actuation bandwidth
are directly related to the performance of actuator. A detailed
investigation of the actuator properties can refine the conceptual
design at the early stage.

1) Vectoring Thrust: The vectoring thrust mechanism driven
by a high torque servo is designed to provide pitch torque for
the whole flight envelope. The maximum tilting angle can reach
30◦, thus sufficient pitch torque can be achieved. It is a spatial
four-bar mechanism, and the tilting angle resembles a linear
mapping from the servo input. The servo response time is around
0.14 s for 60◦ rotation angle, which guarantees responsiveness
for vectoring thrust actuation. The dynamics of vectoring thrust
can be characterized as

MvT = Tprop lprop sin(δp), δp = kpuservo (6)

where MvT is the magnitude of the torque produced by the
vectoring-thrust propellers, Tprop is the propeller thrust, lprop
is the arm length from the propeller center to CG, kp is the
scaling factor from servo input to vectoring angle, and uservo is
the normalized servo input with range [−1, 1].

2) Control Surface Dynamics: The control surfaces em-
ployed in J-Lion include the aileron, elevator, rudder and two
fins in the slipstream region of the propellers. The control sur-
face dynamics is modeled with a flat-plate approximation, and
the corresponding torques can be computed with

Msurf = 0.5ρCLsurf Ssurf lsurfV
2
f low , CLsurf = 2πδsurf (7)

Fig. 12. Control block schematic.

where Msurf is the magnitude of torque produced by a control
surface, CLsurf is a lift coefficient, lsurf is the arm length from
the control surface center to CG, and δsurf is the deflection angle
of the control surface. The airflow speed Vf low for the aileron,
elevator, and rudder is simply the relative wind speed along zb

axis. For the fins in the propeller slipstream region, the airflow
speed is computed with

Vf low =

√
V 2∞ +

2Tprop

ρAprop
. (8)

IV. MODEL-BASED CONTROL DESIGN

To facilitate the description of our control design, the overall
control block is depicted in Fig. 12, which is decomposed into
the outer loop, inner loop, and actuator dynamics. The control
design is carried out for VTOL, transition and cruise flights
separately. The switching between different modes is triggered
by the pitch angle reference, for example, the UAV will enter
the cruise flight mode during forward transition when the pitch
angle reference reaches −70◦.

A. VTOL Control Design

The flight performance of the VTOL mode is a key crite-
ria to validate our design methodology. The main idea behind
our control design is to apply the aforementioned model in
Section III. The model accuracy guarantees the effectiveness
and performance of the overall flight control system.

1) Position Control: With the position reference provided
from a navigation module, the position control module outputs
an attitude reference to guide UAV to a desired position or track
a certain desired trajectory. The following proportional-integral
differential (PID) control law can be applied with limited veloc-
ity and acceleration references:

vd = sat(Kp1ep,vdmax)

ad = sat

(
Kp2ev + Kd2

d

dt
ev + Ki2

∫
evdt,admax

)
(9)

where vd, vdmax are desired velocity and velocity limit,
ad, admax are desired acceleration and acceleration limit,
ep, ev are position error and velocity error, respectively.
Kp1 , Kp2 , Kd2 , and Ki2 are the PID control gains, and
sat(x1, x2) is a saturation function that constrains x1 within
[−x2, x2].
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To achieve a desired acceleration, the force equation (2) is
utilized. By assuming the alignment of thrust vector with the zb

axis, the attitude reference can be obtained. In addition, the tilt-
ing angles with respect to xb , yb should be explicitly constrained
for safety protection because control authority is limited in the
roll channel due to thrust limit and delay in the motor response.

For take-off and landing, since the height measurement from
the GPS or barometer is not accurate, we set a preset acceleration
to launch J-Lion quickly, and the pilot will disarm the autopilot
after our platform lands on the ground. Additional sensors like
laser pointers will be employed for better landing performance
in our future work.

2) Attitude Control: Attitude control scheme is currently
adopted from rotation-matrix-based methods in [38] and [39],
in which desired torque in body axes is obtained with a two-
loop control scheme by comparing current attitude with the
attitude reference. The noteworthy feature of our work here is
that all control gains matrices are computed based on the mo-
ment equation given in (3), and required torques in actuator
layer are obtained using nonlinear dynamics inversion with ex-
plicit subtraction of coupling term and propeller torques. For
instance, the desired torque from the fins for VTOL yaw control
is computed as

Mf in = Iz ṙd − (Ix − Iy )pq − Mprop (10)

where ṙd is the desired angular acceleration in the yaw chan-
nel, Mprop is the magnitude of the propeller torque in the
yaw channel determined from the rotor low-speed model in
Section III-B1. The required fin deflection can then be com-
puted with (7) and (8) in a straightforward way.

B. Transition Control Design

From the lessons gained from flight crashes during develop-
ment, the transition maneuver cannot be realized without con-
trol robustness. The maneuver of forward transition is to transit
from VTOL to cruise flight. The requirement is that a cruise
speed must be gained in this maneuver to ensure a sufficient
aerodynamic lift force, which can be considered as a terminal
constraint. Besides, attitude stability must also be guaranteed
during steady acceleration.

Reversely, the backward transition from cruise flight to VTOL
requires the UAV to maintain attitude stability during quick
deceleration after maneuvering. Large aerodynamic forces and
torques are expected in this process.

1) Forward Transition: Inspired by the work in [23] and [24],
we decouple the forward transition process into the speed and
attitude channels and adopt a maneuver strategy with constant
acceleration and pitch rate. Control design for these two chan-
nels will be illustrated in the following, and the desired actuator
outputs are computed based on model elements in Section III.

a) Speed Channel: The speed channel can be approximated
as a first-order system with the propeller thrust as the input, and
the airspeed as the measurement output. The desired propeller
thrust can be obtained with a simple proportional control scheme
to guarantee the steady acceleration as

Td = mad + mgbody = Kp(Vref − Va) + mgbody (11)

where ad is the magnitude of the desired acceleration in the
body zb axis, Vref is the speed reference, Va is the speed value
from the airspeed sensor, Kp is the proportional gain, Td is the
desired thrust from the propellers, and gbody is the component
of the gravity acceleration in the zb axis. With the rotor model
from Section III-B, the desired thrust from the propellers can
be obtained by computing the corresponding desired rotating
speed in terms of the airspeed.

b) Attitude Channel: Each attitude is approximated as a de-
coupled second-order system with the desired torques in body
axes as the control inputs. Particular emphasis is given to the
pitch channel wherein the aerodynamic torque matters most.
For yaw and roll channels in the body frame, relatively slow
responses are expected due to damping torques and high mo-
ments of inertia, so a standard linear control method is applied
for stabilization.

1) Pitch Channel: In the pitch channel, the vectoring thrust
and elevator are activated to provide control torque. Due to the
uncertain aerodynamic torque in the forward transition, unex-
pected oscillations tend to increase the drag force and affect the
speed channel. Hence, the pitch trajectory reference has to be
smooth and kept within our control authority. Also, robustness
should be guaranteed for unknown model dynamics. In what
follows, we present a detail procedure for reference generation
and a control system design using the robust and perfect tracking
(RPT) control technique of [40].

a) Reference generation: We employ the method from [41]
which solves an optimization problem for a second-order double
integrator system with minimum time objective (12). uj (t) is
the decision variable, v0, vrmref , a0 are terminal constraints,
and both a(t) and uj (t) are bounded.

min
u j (t),t∈[0,T ]

{
J =

∫ T

t=0 dt
}

system form : v̇(t) = a(t)
ȧ(t) = uj(t)

subject to : v(0) = v0, v(T ) = vref
a(0) = a0, a(T ) = 0

;−amax � a(t) � amax ,∀t ∈ [0, T ]
−ujmax �uj(t)�ujmax ,∀t ∈ [0, T ].

(12)
With target pitch and pitch rate states, the algorithm is able
to generate real-time pitch and pitch rate references θr , qr by
switching between acceleration increasing, constant accelera-
tion or acceleration decreasing phases.

b) RPT control: Given a linear time-invariant system charac-
terized by

Σ =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

ẋ = Ax + Bu + Ew

y = C1x + D1w

h = C2x + D2u + D22w

(13)

where x,u,w,y, and h is the state, control input, disturbance,
measurement, and controlled output, respectively, and given any
initial condition x0, the RPT control of [40] is to design a control
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law of the following form

v̇ = Ac(ε)v + Bc(ε)y + G0(ε)r + · · ·
+Gκ−1(ε)rκ−1

u = Cc(ε)v + Dc(ε)y + H0(ε)r + · · ·
+Hκ−1(ε)rκ−1

(14)

where v is the controller state, ri , i = 0, . . . , κ − 1, are the
ith order derivative of the reference r, such that when it is
applied to the given system, the resulting closed-loop system is
asymptotically stable, and the tracking error e(t, ε) := h(t, ε) −
r(t) has

‖e‖p =
(∫ ∞

0 |e(t)|pdt
)1/p → 0, as ε → 0. (15)

Generally, the RPT control law gives excellent tracking perfor-
mance by feedforwarding the higher order derivative terms of
the reference signal. In our case, it can also regulate both pitch
and pitch rate within the attraction region for the next cruise
flight mode. The terms in (13) are explicitly given below

x =
(

θr , qr ,

∫
eθdt, θ, q

)T

,

B =
(

0 0 0 0 1
)T

A =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 −1 0

0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

,

E =
(

0 1 0 0 0
)T

,

C2 =
(

0 0 1 0 0
)T

,

w = q̇r , C1 = I(5), D1 = 0, D2 = 0, D22 = 0. (16)

It can be showed that the RPT control law for the pitch channel
can be rewritten as

q̇d = Kp1 eθ + Kp2 (qr − q) + Kp3

∫
eθdt (17)

where q̇d is the desired angular acceleration, eθ is the pitch
angle tracking error, qr is the angular rate reference, and
Kp1 ,Kp2 , and Kp3 are given by

Kp1 =
ω2

n + 2ζωnki

ε2
, Kp2 =

2ζωn + ki

ε
,Kp3 =

kiω
2
n

ε3

(18)

which give a closed-loop characteristic polynomial for the infi-
nite zero structure as

pi(s) = (s + ki)(s2 + 2ζωns + ω2
n ). (19)

For J-Lion, we set ωn = 5, ζ = 1, ε = 0.9, ki = 1.
2) Roll and Yaw Channels: The roll and yaw channels are

controlled by the usual PID control laws. The roll setpoint is set
to be zero, while the yaw setpoint is set with the yaw value when
the transition starts. The actuator allocated for the roll channel
is the rudder, while fins and ailerons are responsible for the yaw

channel. We set the damping ratio as 0.7 and 0.3 for the roll and
yaw channels, respectively, and the natural frequency as 4 rad/s
for both. The required PID gains can then be obtained subject
to the maximum torque available in each channel.

2) Backward Transition: The backward transition adopts the
same attitude control method as the forward transition. The dif-
ference is that we quicken the maneuver in the pitch channel
due to higher dynamics uncertainties compared with the for-
ward transition. The backward transition is designed to be com-
pleted within one second. The RPT control parameters are set
as ωn = 5, ζ = 1, ε = 0.8, ki = 0.9 with a slight increase in
responsiveness. For the speed channel, the thrust is maintained
around the body weight value with vertical velocity feedback.
A lower limit of the thrust is also set for safety protection.

C. Cruise Flight Control Design

The cruise flight control design employs a total energy con-
troller for the outer loop to generate the thrust and pitch angle
references [42], and an L1 guidance law for the roll angle ref-
erence [43]. The details can be found in [21]. It is vital to point
out that our model-based control method in the cruise flight
is reflected specifically in the inner loop attitude control. With
a sophisticated actuator allocation scheme, attitude stability is
ensured under various flight conditions. To illustrate, the fins, el-
evator, and vectoring thrust propellers are all activated for pitch
enhancement. With the model elements in (6), (7), and (8), the
required pitch torque can be achieved by the combination of all
the three actuators. Note that the inner loop employs almost the
same control scheme as in Section IV-A in the kinematic layer
except that only yaw rate stabilization is applied.

V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

A. VTOL Flight Test

We present the VTOL experimental results for J-Lion in this
subsection. The mission was to pass a few waypoints fully au-
tonomously. J-Lion took off vertically from the ground with a
preset acceleration after the mission was initiated. Fig. 13 de-
picts the attitude and position tracking performance, velocity
response, and IMU acceleration data. The jitters of the yaw an-
gle are caused by the angle constraint [−π, π]. Both the velocity
and IMU acceleration are within limited ranges. We should note
that the test was carried out with presence of strong wind gust.
The high path tracking performance proves that our control sys-
tem is successful.

B. Full Envelope Flight Test

We have successfully conducted an autonomous full envelope
flight including takeoff, VTOL, forward transition, cruise flight,
backward transition, and landing. The flight path is shown in
Fig. 14. To avoid duplicate description for the VTOL mode, only
the transition and cruise flights are illustrated. For visualization
convenience, the attitude for the forward transition is expressed
in the body frame defined in Section III-A1, while the attitude
for the backward transition and cruise flight is expressed in a
standard fixed-wing body frame.
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Fig. 13. Outdoor VTOL experiment results. (a) Attitude tracking.
(b) Velocity and IMU acceleration data. (c) Position tracking.

Fig. 14. Flight path in full envelop flight test.

The responses of J-Lion during the forward transition
(480.4–483.3 s) are shown in Fig. 15. The airspeed reached
14 m/s for the cruise flight with a steady acceleration. The atti-
tude maintains stability despite wind disturbance and high aero-
dynamic uncertainties. The pitch channel realizes satisfactory
performance due to the robust control design. For the deviation
in roll and yaw channels, there are several reasons: i) Lateral
wind gust exists during the maneuver; ii) kinetic coupling exists
between Euler angles; iii) although the same throttle input is
applied for two rotors, any thrust or platform asymmetry can
directly lead to angular motion around xb axis for which the
rudder control authority is weak during entry of the transition
phase. At current stage, we prioritize the longitudinal stability,

Fig. 15. Responses of J-Lion in forward transition. (a) Attitude tracking.
(b) Speed.

Fig. 16. Responses of J-Lion in cruise flight. (a) Attitude tracking.
(b) Speed.

and the differential thrust is not applied during the transition to
avoid coupling effect along zb axis.

For the cruise flight phase in 483.3–506.5 s, the responses
of attitude and speed are shown in Fig. 16. J-Lion successfully
maintains attitude and cruise speed stability during wind gust.
Delayed attitude responses can be foreseen due to aerodynamic
torques, and the average cruise speed during test was around
16 m/s.

For the backward transition in 506.6–507 s, the maneuver
was finished in 0.5 s with J-Lion responses given in Fig. 17.
Due to larger aerodynamic torques resulting from cruise speed,
the attitude tracking performance degenerates compared with
the forward transition. Nevertheless, the stability of attitude and
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Fig. 17. Responses of J-Lion in backward transition. (a) Attitude track-
ing. (b) Attitude rate tracking.

attitude rate is also achieved, demonstrating the robustness of
our control approach. The height during the maneuver changes
little.

The successes of both forward and backward transitions val-
idate our model-based control strategy. Compared with existing
attitude tracking data in [27] and our previous work [21], the
transition control realizes comparable or better tracking perfor-
mance in an economic manner.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented in this paper, design details for a novel
tail-sitter hybrid UAV, J-Lion, with special emphases on the
design methodology and aerodynamic design for multiple flight
modes. A coherent modeling and control framework comprising
essential model elements is synthesized for the full envelope
flight. Autonomous VTOL and full envelope flight test results
prove our design concept and validate our model-based control
method. The video for our flight tests can be found at this web
link: http://uav.ece.nus.edu.sg/JLion2017.mp4.
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